
THE HENMORE DALE SAGA (Part 2) Philip Traxson 

The active members of the Trent Valley Area Group. Left to right: Barry Whitehouse, Keith 
Gilliver, Dave Meacham, Phil Traxson, John Beers, Max Bryce, Michael Thacker, Tim Alsop 
and Chris Fell. Absent from the photo: Peter Swift (photographer), Mike (The Tea) Bellamy, 

Andrew Young and Terry Robinson. 5 or 6 others make occasional appearances. 
(Continuedfrom Narrow Lines 99, page 17) 
24TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
The meeting eventually totalled twelve people. The beginning 
of the meeting was taken up with setting up the layout and 
taking photographs of progress so far, plus a couple of team 
photo's. We took the last in case the shock broke the camera! 
Unfortunately the most important team member, Mike the Tea, 
arrived too late to be included. 
Boards A & B were the taken into other covered accommo
dation, with the agreement of the lady of the house, and a team 
set about painting the sides of the rails rust-coloured - but not 
until one of them had been to the model shop - no paint this 
time! The rest of us concentrated on securing the rail ends at 
the board joins on boards C & D using p.c.b screws and glue. 
The Gresley team then took over and installed the wiring and 
track breaks to enable us to connect onto their new Ekoms 
Moor layout. Combined in their longest form the two layouts 
provide a total viewing frontage of 42ft. of 0-16.5. This is 8' 
deep with two fiddle yards. If you are an exhibition manager 
with a large hall we should be available together from around 
the Autumn of this year. Other formations are available and 
both layouts can appear independently, Henmore Dale in 
several different shapes and sizes as shown in the drawings. 
The main contact addresses are: Ekoms Moor: Keith Gilliver, 
4, Frederick Street, Woodville, Swadlincote, DE11 8DB Tel: 
01283 223794; Henmore Dale: Phil. Traxson, 20,Willson 
Road, Littleover, Derby, DE23 7BZ Tel. 01332 774616. 
At the tea break (thanks Mike and son) a discussion took place 
about scenics and any other buildings we might use. The 
member who had built the engine shed suggested a signal 
cabin, this was agreed, and he agreed to build it. During the 
previous week a further supply of sleeper strip had been ob
tained from Marcway Models of Sheffield (very rapid service) 
and so the last two sets of Wrenn points could now be modi
fied. Due to members attending other exhibitions before our 
debut at Derby the next meetings had to be arranged by phone. 
2nd MARCH 1996 
Three of us this time. One began ballasting the track, one 

worked on the wiring and the third attempted to put point 
operating theory into practice. Ballasting fibre sleepered track 
using watered down P.V.A. glue dripped onto the ballast is 
quite interesting, to say the least. All seemed well at the time, 
but when I went to inspect the results the following morning I 
was horrified to find the sleepers and track at all sorts of angles 
and twists. The fibre sleepers had absorbed the water, swollen, 
and distorted the track. Much to my relief it all settled back as 
it dried, but it was more than a little worrying at first. 
The point operating system caused some problems too. The 
original system was devised for P4 points using code 75 rail 
and had not been translated to 0-16.5 using code 125 rail at all 
well. The rail is much more rigid, the blades shorter and the 
throw greater. The system involved a stiff wire driving a slide 
switch which changed the frog polarity. Another wire, driven 
by the switch knob through a fulcrum to reduce the switch 
throw to the blade throw drove the blades. It was this latter 
wire which appeared to be causing us trouble. Eventually we 
gave up and decided to go back to the drawing board during the 
following week. The wiring, fortunately, went as planned, but 
it was a frustrating afternoon, although the work which had 
begun on the control panel during the previous week was 
passed as OK by those present. The following day the last two 
Wrenn points were rebuilt with one or two slight alterations in 
the light of the previous day's experience. 
9th MARCH, 1996 
Three of us, plus Mike's young son, met. Wiring was con
tinued. Mike and son painted the copperclad sleepers under the 
pointwork. We expected paint everywhere from the youngster, 
but were most impressed with his performance. At five years 
old he could have given some adults a lesson. He also counts 
quite well and so made sure Mike made the right number of 
teas. 
Over the previous week some thought had been given to the 
point operation. It was found that with little modification the 
point throw and the switch throw could be made the same. This 
meant that they could both be driven off the same wire with no 
other linkage. This was tried, found to work and we began 
fitting the arrangement to the rest of the points. 
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TRENT VALLEY AREA GROUP 
HENMORE DALE LIGHT RAILWAY 

A Semi-Modular model railway with 4ft x 2ft baseboards 
showing possible exhibition formations 
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16th M A R C H 1996 

There were four of us this time. The new signal cabin had been 
brought along for inspection. This is not based on a narrow 
gauge prototype but is similar to the box which used to exist on 
Minffordd B.R.station in North Wales. This station still has a 
narrow gauge connection, of course, as it is an interchange 
between B.R and the Festiniog Railway. 

The rail sides were painted on the last two boards and ballasting 
continued. At the end of the afternoon only one board remained 
to be ballasted and the wiring on each board was complete to 
the socket leading off the board to the control panel. The last 
two of us to leave couldn't resist any longer and jury rigged a 
controller to two of the boards and the first loco ran on the 
layout. Apart from paint on the rail and some fine tuning on the 
point blades there appeared to be no problems (YET!). Inspired 
by our progress 1 returned to the shed the following evening to 
progress the control panel wiring until I ran out of materials. 

30th M A R C H , 1996 

The previous weekend saw quite a large part of the group at 
Stafford Model Railway Exhibition where we had a stand 
demonstrating model building in plastic and publicising the 
Association and the group. There was no meeting to work on 
the layout, but various jobs were being done as homework 
projects. Five of us got together on 30th and the final board was 
ballasted, the last point operator put in place and yet more 
wiring installed in the control panels. A record of all wiring 
colour codes, wire numbers, origins and terminations is being 
kept - this sometimes takes as long as laying in the wires. 

During the previous fortnight odd hours had been spent making 
and varnishing the wooden boxes to house the two panels. The 
main panel normally controls boards A,B & C, and the sub-
panel board D and the fiddle yard. Using a cab control system 
it is possible to run all the main sections from either panel. The 
sub-sections at the end of the station road, engine shed road, 
and transporter dock road are on push-to-make push buttons on 
the main panel only. A light on each panel shows when the 
other has given over control and then an on-off switch is op
erated actually to take control. This ensures that both operators 
are in agreement (We hope!) 

6th APRIL 1996 

The Gresley Model Group's Easter model railway exhibition 
occupied a large proportion of the group and so only two of us 
met. The control panels were finally completed. It only (!!) 
remained to make cables from these to the boards and to a 
power supply box for the transformers to feed and its cable. 
After some thought we decided against cross board jumpers as 
they only cause more joints in wiring to check when things go 
wrong. To this end we made up a cable from the control panel 
with spiral wrap with each board's wires taken of f at the ap
propriate point to the socket on each board. This had the added 
advantage of no trailing wires from any board during transit. 
The cable connecting the control panels to each other and the 
power supply box was formed in the same way. This formed a 
sort of "T" with the arms having identically wired plugs to fit 
either panel and the leg having a six pin plug for each of the two 
controllers and one for the interconnection indicator lamps. 

These cables took some time to make and the spiral wrap made 
fingers and thumbs sore as the afternoon rapidly became 
evening. We decided that as time was getting tight for the 
Derby exhibition we would spend the Tuesday after Easter 
working on the electrics all day. 

9th APRIL 1996 

A l l the wires were now in place but although we had the 
components the power supply box was not yet complete. We 

overcame this by using the 16volt A C outlets o f three H & M 
controllers. A l l seemed well until we suddenly got a dead short 
at the controllers. This had us baffled for a while, panels were 
taken apart and checked, and the boards isolated one by one. It 
finally turned out to be rail ends at a board joint which was also 
a section break were touching a giving a short when an adjacent 
point was thrown, reversing the polarity of one rail. We then 
retired to a local hostelry for lunch. (No Mike - no tea!) 

On our return we resolved a couple o f other minor problems, a 
couple of faulty push buttons to replace, and controller polarity 
to reverse, but what was worse I had managed to wire the idiot 
proof switches on the inter-panel link into their opposite 
numbers sockets. How do you idiot proof the installation of the 
idiot proofing? The power supply box was taken away to be 
assembled as a homework project and we admired some ready 
built stock cassettes we had been given for the fiddle yard. 

13th APRIL, 1996 

The power supply box was returned complete including two 
240 volt sockets for soldering irons etc. It's wonderful to have 
qualified electricians in the group. At this point we decided we 
had perhaps better complete the fiddle yard as the exhibition 
was only a week away, and with the two cassettes we had been 
given this only took a couple of hours. 

The cassettes consisted of two pieces of aluminium angle 
screwed to a length of plywood to form a channel section with 
the edges of the angle 16.5mm apart. The whole thing is about 
36" long and so a complete train can be assembled in each 
cassette. This is then placed on the fiddle board at the end of a 
short length of fixed track connected to the rest of the layout, 
and given connection to power the train driven onto the layout. 

It has been decided that we w i l l demonstrate some form of 
scenery building throughout the exhibition, i f we can get over 
the novelty of being able to run trains on the layout. 

15th APRIL 1996 

The morning was pleasant and sunny so I decided I would put 
the whole layout together in the only space large enough, the 
garden, and take some photo's of progress so far. Having done 
this I couldn't resist the opportunity to run out a lead and test the 
layout. (Translates as "play trains") Panic stations - while I 
knew the cassettes as supplied fitted my widest coaches I had 
not tried a loco before. The loco steps were all too wide and the 
low buffer beams fouled the screws holding the angle to the 
wood. Why hadn't I tried this before as I knew they were 
originally built for 4mm scale 00 ? Fortunately a 'phone call to 
a nearby group member brought not only an idea for a tem
porary solution but also an offer to come round on the following 
Thursday and help put it into practice. We'd better be right as 
it is to be exhibited on Saturday. ...to be continued 

Irish railcars on what will be the platform road. 
Standard gauge wagon on transporter near the 

short length of SG track. 

Photo: Peter Swift 
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